Paris, 16 october 2019

SUEZ and POINT.P, Saint-Gobain’s subsidiary, join forces
to facilitate the collection of building-site waste
SUEZ and POINT.P, Saint-Gobain’s subsidiary, work together to simplify the collection of
building-site waste by launching a new waste collection service: batireprise. Unique in
France, this service helps building professionals in complying with waste sorting
obligations. It goes beyond the requirements of the current legislation in terms of
recuperating and recycling building-site waste and anticipates France’s anti-waste bill.
Rolled out on POINT.P sites, these waste collection points enable customers - professionals and
individuals - to deposit up to 11 different kinds of waste flows1 thus covering the vast majority of
building-site waste. SUEZ and POINT.P guarantee the traceability of this waste, its recycling and
recovery. To date, 11 POINT.P sites2 have set up these waste collection points. By the end of the
year, SUEZ and POINT.P will make an assessment of this pilot initiative and will determine
together how to pursue this collaboration.
SUEZ teams share their waste sorting and recycling expertise, as well as they train all POINT.P
teams so these ones can independently manage these new generation waste collection centres
in their distribution sites.
Philippe Maillard, Deputy Managing Director of SUEZ in France, says: “I am proud of our
partnership with POINT.P, which aims to better recycle and reuse building-site waste. Each year,
this sector generates over 46 million tons of waste, 67% of which is yet recovered. With our new
waste collection points, we aim to significantly increase this rate by exceeding the regulations that
currently set a target rate of 70%, as well as anticipating the targets set out in the anti-waste bill.”
Nicolas Godet, Executive Vice-President of Saint-Gobain Distribution France in charge of
POINT.P and Décocéram brands, adds: “POINT.P is more than ever aware of the stakes
involved in recovering waste from building products and initiates suitable solutions to the
customers’ needs. This partnership with SUEZ fits naturally with Saint-Gobain's strategy as a
committed climate player. It will have a significant impact on the many environmental challenges
faced by the building industry.”
1

Unsorted non-hazardous waste (mix of non-recyclable waste etc.), clean inert waste (bricks, roof tiles, tiles, etc.), A wood (wood
used for packaging, palettes, crates, etc.), B wood (lumber, balconies, shutters, etc.), cardboard boxes, plastic film, ferrous and nonferrous metals (scrap iron, copper, zinc etc.), plaster (plasterboard and blocks without insulation, etc.), integrated windows, soiled
packaging (aerosols, empty metallic packaging, etc.), and other soiled materials (soiled rags, brushes, rollers, etc.)
2

The 11 waste centres are located in Brignoles (83), Chartres (28), Gignac (13), Cuers (83), Lorient (56), Mérignac (33), Reims (51),
Salon-de-Provence (13), Sens (89), Vannes (56) and Villeurbanne (69),
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About Saint-Gobain
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes materials and solutions which are key ingredients in the wellbeing of each of us
and the future of all. They can be found everywhere in our living places and our daily life: in buildings, transportation, infrastructure
and in many industrial applications. They provide comfort, performance and safety while addressing the challenges of sustainable
construction, resource efficiency and climate change.
€41.8 billion in sales in 2018
Operations in 68 countries
More than 180,000 employees
For more information about Saint-Gobain Visit www.saint-gobain.com and follow us on Twitter @saintgobain

About POINT.P
The main trading company of Saint-Gobain Distribution Bâtiment France, POINT.P Matériaux de Construction has 851 branches and
11,000 employees throughout France. A multi-specialist Building trade company, POINT.P aims to offer its clients goods and services
so they can easily construct homes that are energy-efficient, comfortable and beautiful. www.pointp.fr

About SUEZ
With 90 000 people on the five continents, SUEZ is a world leader in smart and sustainable resource management. We provide water
and waste management solutions that enable cities and industries optimize their resource management and strengthen their
environmental and economic performances, in line with regulatory standards. With the full potential of digital technologies and
innovative solutions, the Group treats over 45 million tons of waste a year, produces 4.4 million tons of secondary raw materials and
7.7 TWh of local renewable energy. It also secures water resources, delivering wastewater treatment services to 66 million people and
reusing 1.1 billion m3 of wastewater. SUEZ generated total revenues of 17.3 billion euros in 2018.

See the latest news about the SUEZ Group
on the Suez website & on social networks
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